Intelligent Video
Surveillance (iVS)

Security in the cyberworld goes hand in hand with security in the physical world. After all, keeping intruders out of
your offices, warehouses and data centers is as important as keeping them out of your IT systems and applications.

A Traditional Approach

Video surveillance is your eyes and ears in multiple places at once. But it’s subject to diminishing returns; studies
show that the more screens an analyst monitors, the less effective the detection and response. So, you’re left with the
choice between higher labor costs or reduced security.

A Smarter Choice:
Intelligent Video
Surveillance

With High Wire iVS, you have a smarter
choice. Our incident management
console leverages artificial intelligence to
detect and filter incidents, so our analysts
can monitor hundreds of cameras without
compromising safety.

24/7 Live Monitoring

We provide 24/7 monitoring from our On Demand Reactive Help Desk,
so we can vet and respond appropriately to incidents, whether that’s to
alert the facility staff, police, fire or emergency medical services.
SIP integration enables our operators to quickly contact and relay
incident data and GPS coordinates to first responders.
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Intelligent Video
Surveillance (iVS)

High Wire iVS simplifies video surveillance by unifying cameras and sensors – including legacy
systems – under a complete AI-driven incident management platform.

Our modern architecture
Reduces deployment costs

Streamlines installation times from

Scales from one camera covering one

from $40,000-$50,000 to

8-14 weeks to less than 2 hours

location to thousands of cameras across a

under $2,000

global enterprise

In any setting, the result is faster detection and response, and unparalleled cost savings.

Real-time Analytics
Set alerts and get intelligent
insights based on activity
types.

Self-learning AI
Our platform learns scene
types and leverages user
feedback to improve accuracy.

Unrivaled Accuracy
Our dynamic AI framework
optimizes accuracy and
resource utilization.

Fast Detection
Our hybrid computing
platform, returns submillisecond response times.

API Friendly
Our platform integrates
with third-party software
solutions.

Detection Tools
Discover incidents quickly to
prevent crimes before they
occur.

IoT Integration
Enhance incident
management with other
detection technologies.

Legacy Compatible
Our platform works with
existing CCTV or IP-enabled
camera systems.

High Wire Services:

Intelligent Video Surveillance is one of of High Wire’s many services to enable our partners to Get Work Done.
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